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Abstract. The mechanism of production of evaporation residues in low energy fusion reactions is investigated
within the dinuclear system model. The model predictions for the production cross sections of exotic nuclei are
compared with the available experimental data. The possibilities of production of doubly magic nucleus 100Sn
via particle evaporation channels and 12C emission channel in the reactions 72,74,76Kr+40Ca, 72,74,76Kr+40Ar and
72,74,76Kr+32S are investigated at bombarding energies 4 − 6 MeV/nucleon.

1 Introduction

The reactions with radioactive ions are of great interest for
experimental and theoretical studies. The experiments with
neutron-rich and neutron-deficient nuclei open a new doors
for the investigation of the properties of nuclear matter un-
der extreme N/Z-ratio and can lead to production of still
unknown isotopes.

There were several experimental attempts to produce
doubly magic nucleus 100Sn which is very difficult to reach.
The first mass measurement of 100Sn was performed in
GANIL, where it was produced with the fusion-evaporation
reaction 50Cr + 58Ni at energy of 5.1 MeV/nucleon [1]. The
reported production cross section for 100Sn was 40 nb. Pro-
duction of very neutron-deficient isotopes near doubly ma-
gic 100Sn nucleus via light particle evaporation channels
and cluster emission channel was considered in Ref. [2]
in the 58Ni + 50Cr and 58Ni + 58Ni reactions. Authors of
this work concluded that both types of reactions yield sim-
ilar cross sections for the production of exotic nuclei near
100Sn. Another possibility of producing 100Sn is reported
in Ref. [3] via the 54Fe(58Ni,4n) 108Xe reaction that allows
us to reach 100Sn with the 108Xe–104Te–100Sn alpha decay
chain.

Here, we suggest one more possibility for producing
exotic nuclei around 100Sn by using the reactions 72,74,76Kr
+ 40Ca, 72,74,76Kr+ 40Ar and 72,74,76Kr+32S at 4−6 MeV/nu-
cleon. The main idea is to create the excited compound nu-
cleus (CN) with Z = 50 + 2, 4, 6 in fusion reactions and
look for the evaporation channels with light particles and
heavier clusters like 12C which will finally lead to the evap-
oration residue near doubly magic nucleus 100Sn. Since the
proton emission channel becomes stronger in such an ex-
cited neutron-deficient CN, the suggested 72,74,76Kr+40Ca
reactions can lead to better conditions for the formation of
108Xe and further use of alpha decay chain 108Xe–104Te–
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100Sn. The calculations of the cross sections are performed
within the dinuclear system (DNS) model, which was suc-
cessfully applied to the description of charge and mass
distributions of decay products in low energy nuclear re-
actions [4,5]. The DNS model has been successful in de-
scribing the isospin dependence measured for the 78,82Kr +
40Ca fusion reactions at GANIL with INDRA [6] and con-
firmed by the recent ISODEC experiment at Catania with
CHIMERA [7].

2 Model

The DNS model [4,8] describes an evolution of the charge
and mass asymmetry degrees of freedom, which are de-
fined here by the charge and mass (neutron) numbers Z =
Z1 and A = A1 (N = N1 = A − Z) of light nucleus of
the DNS formed in the entrance channel of the reaction
after the dissipation of the kinetic energy and angular mo-
mentum of relative motion. According to this description,
there are nucleon drift and nucleon diffusion between the
DNS nuclei and eventually either a CN is formed (the com-
plete fusion) or the DNS with given Z and A is formed and
decays (quasifission). After the formation, the excited CN
decays by various channels including the formation of cer-
tain DNS and their decay. The competition between the
complete fusion and quasifission processes depends on the
value of maximum angular momentum deposited in the
system. The quasifission and CN decays are hardly dis-
tinguished in the experiments because in both cases two
fragments are produced with and without stage of the CN
formation.

The cross section of the binary decay is calculated as
follows [4]

σZ,A(Ec.m.) =

Jmax∑

J=0

σcap(Ec.m., J)WZ,A(E∗CN , J), (1)
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where σcap is the partial capture cross section which de-
fines the transition of the colliding nuclei over the Coulomb
barrier and the formation of the initial DNS when the ki-
netic energy and angular momentum J of the relative mo-
tion are transformed into the excitation energy and angu-
lar momentum of the DNS. The transition probability is
calculated with the Hill-Wheeler formula. The value of
WZ,A(E∗CN , J) is the formation-decay probability of the DNS
with a given asymmetries Z and A. The probability of the
DNS formation is statistically calculated by using the sta-
tionary solution of the master equation with respect to the
charge and mass asymmetries and depends on the poten-
tial energy of the DNS configurations and on the thermo-
dynamical temperature. The probability of the DNS de-
cay in R coordinate is calculated by using the transition
state method. This probability depends on the difference
between the potential energies of the DNS configurations
at the touching distance and at the barrier position. The
maximum value of angular momentum Jmax is limited by
either the kinematical angular momentum Jkin = [2µ(Ec.m.−
V(Rb))/~2]1/2Rb (Rb is the position of the Coulomb barrier
with the height V(Rb) and µ is the reduced mass) or by the
critical angular momentum Jcr depending on which one is
smaller: Jmax = min[Jkin, Jcr]. The details of calculations
ofσcap, WZ,A(E∗CN , J), and, correspondingly,σZ,A(Ec.m.) are
given in Ref. [4]. Here, only the most salient features are
outlined.

The DNS model describes the evolution of interacting
nuclei along two degrees of freedom: the relative distance
R between the center of the nuclei, the charge and mass-
asymmetry degrees of freedom, which are defined here by
the charge Z and mass A of the light partner of the DNS.
After the dissipation of kinetic energy and angular mo-
mentum of the relative motion, the DNS is trapped in the
pocket of the interaction potential between partners. Then,
a statistical equilibrium is reached in the mass-asymmetry
coordinate so that the formation probability PZ,A of each
DNS or CN configuration depends on the potential energy
U(Rm,Z, A, J), calculated with respect to the potential en-
ergy of the rotational CN where Rm is the location of the
minimum of the pocket in the nucleus-nucleus interaction
potential. After the capture stage, there are nucleon drift
and nucleon diffusion between the nuclei which constitute
the DNS. Then, the excited DNS can decay with a proba-
bility PR

Z,A in R if the local excitation energy of the DNS is
high enough to overcome the barrier in the nucleus-nucleus
potential. Ultimately, the system evolves either towards a
CN configuration that subsequently decays, or to a DNS
configuration. The latter process, in which a two-body con-
figuration is kept along the trajectory, is the quasifission
phenomenon.

The emission probability WZ,A(E∗CN , J) of a fragment
(Z,A) is calculated as the product of the DNS formation
probability and the DNS decay probability:

WZ,A(E∗CN , J) =
PZ,APR

Z,A∑
Z′,A′ PZ′,A′PR

Z′,A′
, (2)

where the indexes Z′ and A′ goes over all possible channels
from the neutron evaporation to the symmetric splitting.

The probability PZ,A is the equilibrium limit of the master
equation (see [4] for details) given by

PZ,A(E∗CN , J) ∼ exp[−U(Rm,Z, A, J)/TCN(J)]. (3)

Here, the n, p, d and t-evaporation channels are taken into
consideration with U(Rm,Z, A, J)=0. The quasifission bar-
rier Bq f

R , calculated as the difference between the bottom
of the inner pocket and the top of the external barrier, pre-
vents the decay of the DNS along the R-degree of freedom
with the weight PR

Z,A given as

PR
Z,A ∼ exp[−Bq f

R (Z, A, J)/TZ,A(J)]. (4)

In Eqs. (3) and (4) TCN(J) and TZ,A(J) are the temperatures
of the CN and the DNS, respectively. For the emission of
particles with Z < 2, TZ,A(J) = TCN(J) and Bq f

R (Z, A, J)
is equal to the particle binding energy plus the value of
the Coulomb barrier at Z ,0. The Fermi-gas model is em-
ployed to compute the temperature, with a level-density
parameter a = 0.114A + 0.162A2/3.

In the calculations, we use the formulas (1) and (2)
to treat the sequential statistical decay (the evaporation of
light particles and/or the binary decay) of the hot CN. The
generation of whole cascade of decay channels is performed
by the Monte Carlo method. We continue to trace the decay
processes until all fragments become cold (the excitation
energy of fragments is smaller than its neutron emission
threshold). The number n of generation of the events in the
Monte Carlo technique was chosen according to the small-
est decay probability which is ∼ 1/n.

3 Results and discussion

Since DNS model is able to reproduce charge and mass
distributions of complex fragments produced in fusion and
quasifission reactions[4–6], we check also the ability of the
model to reproduce light charged particle multiplicities in
the different reactions. We calculate the total multiplicities
of protons and alpha particles and made comparisons with
the experimental data from Refs. [10–13]. We have found
the agreement between our calculations and experimental
data for total proton and alpha particle multiplicities within
20 − 30%. Thus, our model can give reasonable estimates
of ER’s production cross sections via light particle evapo-
ration channels and cluster emission channels.

In Table 1, we present the comparison of our model
predictions with available experimental data on production
cross sections of residues near 100Sn. Overall agreement is
rather good, though in some cases our model overestimates
the experimental data by 6 − 8 times. The competition be-
tween the formation channels depends on available exci-
tation energy and angular momentum. For the 58Ni+58Ni
reaction, with increasing excitation energy the 12C emis-
sion channel gives smaller contribution to the formation
of residual nuclei 100In and 101Sn because after the emis-
sion of 12C more excitation energy is left in the system and
further emission of charged particles results in residual nu-
cleus with lower Z. Thus, this channel becomes possible
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Table 1. Comparison of calculated production cross sections with the experimental data. The weights of main formation channels are
derived from our calculations. Experimental values are taken from Refs. [1–3]

.

reaction Elab(MeV) E∗CN(MeV) at J=0 Jmax ER σExp.(mb) σcal.(mb) formation channel

58Ni+50Cr 319 102 75 100In 2.6 × 10−3 8.3 × 10−3 αp3n
58Ni+58Ni 325 96 78 100In 0.8 × 10−3 2.8 × 10−3 12Cp3n(80%),3αp3n(20%)
58Ni+58Ni 348 107 78 100In 1.7 × 10−3 7.7 × 10−3 12Cp3n(60%),3αp3n(40%)
58Ni+58Ni 371 119 78 100In 1.7 × 10−3 4.6 × 10−3 12Cp3n(40%),3αp3n(60%)
58Ni+58Ni 394 131 78 100In 1.6 × 10−3 6.1 × 10−4 12Cp3n(10%),3αp3n(90%)
58Ni+50Cr 249 70 64 101Sn (1.6 ± 0.4) × 10−5 7.4 × 10−5 α3n
58Ni+58Ni 325 96 78 101Sn (0.9 ± 0.4) × 10−5 4.4 × 10−5 12C3n(70%), 3α3n(30%)
58Ni+58Ni 348 107 78 101Sn (1.3 ± 0.3) × 10−5 6.2 × 10−5 12C3n(50%), 3α3n(50%)
58Ni+58Ni 371 119 78 101Sn (2.8 ± 1.0) × 10−5 5.4 × 10−5 12C3n(35%), 3α3n(65%)
58Ni+58Ni 394 131 78 101Sn (0.7 ± 0.4) × 10−5 0.4 × 10−5 12C3n(5%), 3α3n(95%)
58Ni+54Fe 200 40 27 110Xe (1.0 ± 0.2) × 10−3 4.4 × 10−4 2n
58Ni+54Fe 215 47 40 109Xe (1.0 ± 0.2) × 10−5 5.4 × 10−5 3n
50Cr+58Ni 255 92 75 100In 1.0 × 10−3 5.2 × 10−4 αp3n
50Cr+58Ni 255 92 75 100Sn 4.0 × 10−5 2.4 × 10−6 α4n
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Fig. 1. Excitation functions for the production of 100Sn in the re-
actions 72,74,76Kr+40Ca, 72,74,76Kr+40Ar and 72,74,76Kr+32S at 4 − 6
MeV/nucleon. Open circles are for 76Kr, solid circles are for 74Kr,
and solid squares are for 72Kr.

only at high angular momentums where less excitation en-
ergy is available and also higher probability for emission
of 12C. But at angular momentums J > 60, the quasifis-
sion process from nearly symmetric configurations dom-
inates and the evaporation residue cross section strongly
decreases. 3α channel takes away almost twice more ex-
citation energy than the 12C emission channel. Therefore,
at high excitation energies the main formation channel of
residual nuclei 100In and 101Sn is related to the 3α chan-
nel. Since the CN formed in these reactions are neutron-
deficient, the multiple neutron emission is strongly sup-
pressed. Authors of Ref. [3] have proposed an alternative
method to create residual nucleus 100Sn. They suggested
to use 4n decay channel in the reaction 58Ni+54Fe which
yields the residual nucleus 108Xe and further alpha decay
chain results in the residual nucleus 100Sn. Our calcula-
tions indicate that the 4n decay channel has a cross section
of ∼ 0.1 nb at Elab = 240 MeV. If one uses 56Ni+58Ni re-

action with α2n decay channel, then at Elab = 270 MeV
one can obtain the residual nucleus 108Xe with the cross
section of ∼ 30 nb.

We calculate the formation cross sections for the resid-
ual nucleus 100Sn in the reactions 72,74,76Kr + 40Ca, 72,74,76Kr
+ 40Ar, and 72,74,76Kr+32S at 4 − 6 MeV/nucleon, which
form the compound nuclei with Z = 50 + 2, 4, 6. The exci-
tation functions for the production of 100Sn in these reac-
tions are given in Fig. 1. The cross sections for formation
of residual nucleus 100Sn are largest for the 72Kr+40Ca re-
action, in which 12C and 3α decay channels play a role. At
low energies, only 12C decay channel can form the residual
nucleus 100Sn, while the 3α channel requires more energy.
At higher energies, the 3α decay channel starts to domi-
nate in the formation of 100Sn because only this channel
can take away all excitation energy. With increasing exci-
tation energy of CN at J = 0 100Sn can be formed only
at high angular momentums due to the decrease of avail-
able excitation energy with J. Predicted cross section for
the production of 100Sn has the maximum value 500 nb at
4.8 MeV/nucleon bombarding energy. This value is more
than one order of magnitude larger than one achieved so
far. With increasing N/Z–ratio in the system the cross sec-
tions drop strongly down due to the larger role of neutron
emission and higher emission barriers for charged parti-
cles. Besides the direct production of 100Sn via the decay
channels, one can look for the production of residual nuclei
108Xe and 104Te. In the 72Kr+32S reaction one can form the
CN 104Te, but unfortunately, this compound nucleus is ex-
cited and decays via different decay channels. One can use
the 74Kr+32S reaction and the 2n decay channel to produce
104Te, but at lower bombarding energies than considered
here. 108Xe can be formed with the cross section ∼ 10 nb
in the 72Kr+40Ca reaction via the decay channel 2p2n or
in the 74Kr+40Ca reaction via the α2n decay channel. As
follows from our calculations, these decay channels have
more than one order of magnitude higher cross sections
than the 4n channel which was suggested in Ref. [3] for
the reaction 58Ni+54Fe.
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Table 2. Calculated weights of formation channels and production cross sections for 100Sn.

reaction Elab(MeV/nucleon) E∗CN(MeV) at J=0 Jmax σcal.(nb) formation channel

72Kr+40Ca 4.0 48 38 50 12C
72Kr+40Ca 4.4 58 52 155 12C(80%),3α(20%)
72Kr+40Ca 4.8 68 63 500 12C(60%),3α(40%)
72Kr+40Ca 5.2 79 68 120 12C(10%),3α(90%)
72Kr+40Ca 5.6 89 68 5 3α
72Kr+40Ca 6.0 99 68 0.4 3α
74Kr+40Ca 4.4 62 54 0.1 12C2n
74Kr+40Ca 4.8 72 65 0.8 12C2n
74Kr+40Ca 5.2 83 69 3 12C2n(80%),3α2n(20%)
74Kr+40Ca 5.6 93 69 60 12C2n(50%),3α2n(50%)
74Kr+40Ca 6.0 103 69 10 12C2n(40%),3α2n(60%)
72Kr+32S 4.0 55 37 4.16 2p2n
72Kr+32S 4.4 64 49 12.9 2p2n
72Kr+32S 4.8 73 56 41.6 2p2n
72Kr+32S 5.2 82 63 10 2p2n
72Kr+32S 5.6 91 63 0.41 2p2n
72Kr+32S 6.0 100 63 0.033 2p2n
74Kr+32S 4.0 59 39 7 α2n
74Kr+32S 4.4 69 51 22 α2n
74Kr+32S 4.8 78 58 71 α2n
74Kr+32S 5.2 86 65 17 α2n
74Kr+32S 5.6 97 65 0.7 α2n
74Kr+32S 6.0 104 65 0.057 α2n(90%) 2p4n(10%)

4 Conclusion

Production of exotic nuclei around 100Sn in the fusion reac-
tions was theoretically investigated within the DNS model.
Comparisons of calculated results with the available ex-
perimental data shows the satisfactory agreement. Within
such an accuracy the production rates for 100Sn in fusion
reactions72,74,76Kr+40Ca, 72,74,76Kr+40Ar, and 72,74,76Kr+32S
were calculated at bombarding energy of 4−6 MeV/nucleon
with the 0.4 MeV/nucleon energy step. As shown, the max-
imal yield for 100Sn corresponds to the reaction 72Kr+40Ca
at 4.8 MeV/nucleon, which is as high as 500 nb. In order
to use super-allowed alpha-decay chain 108Xe–104Te–100Sn
to produce the nucleus 100Sn, the reactions 72Kr+40Ca and
74Kr+40Ca were suggested to produce 108Xe with the cross
section ∼ 10 nb via the 2p2n and α2n decay channels. At
lower energies than considered here, one can use the 74Kr+
32S reaction to produce 104Te via the 2n channel. It is also
possible to produce the residual nucleus 108Xe in the 56Ni+
58Ni reaction via the α2n decay channel at Elab = 270 MeV
with the cross section of ∼ 30 nb.
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